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Brother WT-229CL printer drum Original 1 pc(s)

Brand : Brother Product code: WT-229CL

Product name : WT-229CL

WT229CL Waste Toner Unit

Brother WT-229CL printer drum Original 1 pc(s):

This genuine Brother WT-229CL Waste Toner Unit is compatible with a huge range of our laser printers.
Designed to ensure that your documents are delivered quickly, efficiently and totally spotless, the
WT-229CL helps to make maintaining your printer problem-free.
Brother WT-229CL. Type: Original, Brand compatibility: Brother, Compatibility: MFC-L8340CDW, MFC-
L8390CDW

Features

Compatibility * MFC-L8340CDW, MFC-L8390CDW
Type * Original
Brand compatibility * Brother

Features

Quantity per pack * 1 pc(s)
Multipack *
Page yield * 50000 pages
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